UNGASS YOUTH FORUM

Countering Corruption through Collaboration: Youth Perspectives and Engagement

A virtual Youth Forum to contribute to the United Nations Special Session of the General Assembly (UNGASS) on challenges and measures to prevent and combat corruption and strengthen international cooperation

PROGRAMME

24 - 26 May 2021
UNITED NATIONS HEADQUARTERS, NEW YORK, A FULLY VIRTUAL EVENT

DAY ONE: MONDAY 24 MAY 2021
HIGH-LEVEL OPENING 10:00 - 10:20 AM

H.E. VOLKAN BOZKIR
President of the General Assembly

GHADA WALY
Executive Director, United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

JAYATHMA WICKRAMANAYAKE
Secretary-General’s Envoy on Youth

CILL SOUL
Musical Performance by Fair Play Winner 2020 of “All You’ve Got”
NIGERIA

DELPHINE SCHANTZ
Representative, UNODC New York Liaison Office (MODERATOR)
ROUNDTABLE ONE: Corruption and its Effect on Young People
10:20 AM - 12:00 PM

NERIMA WAKO-OJIWA
Executive Director, Siasa Place, KENYA (MODERATOR)

NANDINI TANYA LALLMON
Chief Education Officer, Best Mauritius

RYAN VILLANUEVA
Chief Education Officer, Best Delegate, UNITED STATES

ALMA FEJZIĆ
Legal Consultant, Center for the Development of Youth Activism, BOSNIA

CARLOS ANDRÉS RODRIGUEZ CASTRO
Executive Director, Corporación Ocaso, COLOMBIA

MUNEERA Ebrahim H A Almuhannadi
Qatar (RAPPORTEUR)

LEO KAPETANOVIĆ
ITALY (RAPPORTEUR)

Around the world, corruption robs millions of young people of access to basic services, education, healthcare, employment prospects and a decent future. Corruption negatively affects governance, development and stability, leaving long-lasting effects on youth. Young people also tend to be particularly vulnerable to corruption: loss of employment, low salaries, peer pressure, and fear are driving factors that may cause young people to engage in corrupt activities. In times of crisis, corruption is even more damaging, as the world is currently experiencing with the COVID-19 pandemic. The response to the virus is creating new opportunities to exploit weak oversight and inadequate transparency, diverting funds away from people in their hour of greatest need.

During this roundtable, youth will be invited to share their views about how their generation is being affected by corruption. Young people will be encouraged to reflect on the particular difficulties presented by COVID-19, and what needs to occur to limit the effect of corruption on youth.

Guiding questions:
• How does corruption affect young people’s day-to-day lives, especially those of young women and girls who may be more vulnerable to corruption?
• How can we increase our understanding of the effect of corruption on young people? How can we improve the evidence base?
• How is COVID-19 presenting new opportunities for corruption, and what effect is this having on youth?
• How can we empower future generations to resist corruption? What educational tools can be used?
• How can young people, governments, the UN system, civil society, academia and the private sector work together to combat corruption in the context of COVID-19?

ungass2021.unodc.org  #unitedagainstcorruption #youth2030
DAY TWO: TUESDAY 25 MAY 2021

ROUNDTABLE TWO: Youth Engagement in Preventing and Combating Corruption 09:00 - 11:00 AM

SUHAAS EMA
Corruption and Economic Crime Branch, UNODC (MODOERATOR)

NADIA ABDALLA AHMED
Chief Administrative Secretary, Ministry of ICT, Innovation and Youth, KENYA

HANNAH HUDSON
Programme Implementation Manager, Integrity Action, UK

CHERESE THAKUR
Advocacy Coordinator, Amabhungane, SOUTH AFRICA

MOHAMMAD YUSUF AYUBI
Program Specialist, Integrity Watch, AFGHANISTAN

MILLICENT BARTY
Founder of Millicent Designs, SOLOMON ISLANDS

MARCUS DANIELL
Professional Tennis Player and CEO of High Impact Athletes, NEW ZEALAND (VIDEO MESSAGE)

DANELLA NEWMAN
UNCAC Coalition, AUSTRIA (RAPPORTEUR)

MARK JACINTO
ONLINE SDG ACTION GROUP, PHILIPPINES (RAPPORTEUR)

Around the world, young people are involved in anti-corruption efforts and lead innovative actions that promote progress in this area. Youth organizations often have a deep understanding of local conditions and meaningful community relationships, allowing them to work with populations that may be difficult for others to access. In addition, young people often offer inventive solutions in preventing and combating corruption. For example, young people may be more adept at harnessing technology for positive means, and may also be best able to mobilize their peers in resisting corrupt practices. This roundtable will celebrate the efforts of young people engaged in tackling corruption across the globe. Young people will be invited to share their successes as well as challenges they experience in working to prevent and combat corruption, and reflect on what more can be done to promote meaningful youth participation.

Guiding questions:
- How can young people become actively and creatively involved in addressing corruption? How can the collective power, creativity and energy of young people in the fight against corruption be fostered?
- What promising practices and examples of youth policy responses to corruption can be shared?
- How can technology be used by young people as a useful tool for fighting corruption?
- What are the challenges and barriers for young people in tackling corruption and how can these be overcome?
- How can young people, agencies of the UN system, governments/policymakers, civil society, academia and the private sector effectively collaborate on anti-corruption matters?
This Youth Forum is being held in order to contribute to the United Nations Special Session of the General Assembly (UNGASS) on challenges and measures to prevent and combat corruption and strengthen international cooperation to be held from 2 to 4 June 2021 at the United Nations Headquarters in New York. During the UNGASS, a Political Declaration is expected to be adopted, followed by statements from Member States and other stakeholders.

During this roundtable, young people will therefore be invited to share hopes and expectations for the UNGASS, including the particular challenges and priority issues they would like to see discussed. Young people will also be encouraged to suggest priorities to assist in the preparation of the Youth Forum Summary Statement which will be delivered by a representative of the Youth Forum, selected by the President of the General Assembly, during the opening session of the UNGASS.

The Youth Forum Summary Statement will also be posted on the UNGASS website, and transmitted to the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice. Looking beyond the UNGASS, and towards implementing the UN Youth Strategy and achieving the Sustainable Development Goals, young people will be invited to reflect on how the United Nations can continue to involve young people in future anti-corruption discussions.
Guiding questions:
- What do young people hope will come out of the UNGASS?
- What are the particular challenges and priority issues that young people would like to hear being discussed by Member States and other stakeholders during the UNGASS?
- What are the key points that young people would like to see highlighted in the Youth Forum Summary Statement to be delivered during the opening of the UNGASS?
- Looking beyond the UNGASS, how can the United Nations continue to involve young people in future anti-corruption discussions? How can youth leadership be promoted by the United Nations, in line with the UN Youth Strategy?

10:50 - 11:00 AM
CLOSING SESSION

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
COUNTER-CORRUPTION YOUTH CONCERT

Following the conclusion of the formal programme, “Fair Play”, created by Transparency International and Jeunesse Musicales International to promote the anti-corruption agenda through music, will host a digital concert of anti-corruption youth voices featuring previous winners of Fair Play’s international music competition.

Connection details will be shared separately.

ALESH
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
A true poet of the people, Alesh, aka King Lesh, fuses infectious beats with conscious lyrics that address the biggest issues facing his country.

CILL SOUL
NIGERIA
Cill & Soul are two words you can’t separate. With a voice that melts hearts & opens minds, her background as a human rights activist drives all she does.

SHANTI POWA
ITALY
Roots-rockers Shanti Powa blend positive messages with positive vibes that leave you smiling and inspired to make a better world for all!

FAITH MUSSA
MALAWI
Faith is one of Malawi’s most acclaimed up-and-coming artists, blending traditional and electronic sounds that are as thought provoking as they danceable!